
 

LITTLE BOOSTS TO MAKE YOUR HAIR AND SCALP FEEL GREAT!

 Treatment Menu



OUR TREATMENTS

 
 

 

 
Our wide range of tailored treatments use patented
prescriptive luxury ingredients to help repair and
revitalise your hair.
 
Express treatments are available for those of you with
little time, or add in a head massage for extra
relaxation while we take care of your hair.
 
If you’re not sure, your stylist can help you choose a
treatment to suit your hair and scalp. 
 
Treatments can be booked with your styling or colour
service and are suitable for almost everyone.*
 
 

 
 

 

*Please notify your stylist of any existing medical conditions that may be affected by massage.



TIGI COPYRIGHT SOS EXTREME RECOVERY

 £15

 

Infused with Marine Protein Complex™
 
Clinically proven to repair internal damage and return hair
 back to virgin condition in just 5 minutes.
 
Contains 100 times more keratin than just using shampoo 
& conditioner.
 
Increases the flexibility of hair, making hair less prone to
 breakage.
 
Gives form and strength to hair fibres, improving body,       
texture and manageability.
 
For extremely damaged hair or before a colour service.



TIGI COPYRIGHT CUSTOM CARE BOOSTERS

 £10: With 10 min scalp massage          £7: Express 

Custom Care™  Repair - Shine - Smooth 
 
1 to 6 pumps of these Intermixable  boosters 
added to the Keratin and Shea Butter infused 
base to give an entirely customised treatment.
 
Colour-safe and suitable for all hair types.
Formulated boosters are also available
for home-care.
                                                                                                              
 



TIGI HAIR REBORN

 £15: Luxury - with 10 min massage*          £10: Express

 

Take your hair on a Hair Reborn journey....
 
TIGI Hair Reborn uses a unique and exclusive technology
called Hyper-Distillation to extracts the finest raw
materials in their most intense and concentrated forms.
 
Resurgence revives dry and dull hair and replenishes
moisture with sublime hydration and luminous shine. 
Colour safe. For normal to dry hair.
 
Serenity gives advanced smoothing to nourish frizz prone
hair and give improved manageability and luminous shine. 
Colour-safe. For frizz-prone hair.

  *Allow 30 mins extra on to appointment time



OLAPLEX STEPS 1 & 2

 £15: Olaplex No. 1 & 2 with bleach              £12: Olaplex No. 1 & 2 with colour        

 

Olaplex - Insurance for your hair!
 
Olaplex reconnects the broken bonds in the hair 
caused by thermal, mechanical and chemical 
processes for optimum health and elasticity.
 
Rebuilds strength, protects colour and integrity
 of hair.  
 
Olaplex No 1 & 2 can be used in-salon as a standalone
treatment or during lightening or colour services.
 
Maintain at home with Olaplex No3 Hair Perfector 
and No 4 & 5 shampoo and conditioner.
 
Silicon and sulphate free. For all hair types.

£10: Olaplex No. 2 Express                             £22: Olapex No. 1 & 2 Standalone         



KERASPA FINAL MASK

£10: Luxury - with 5 min massage*          £7: Kerashot 

 

Keraspa Final Mask -  The complete hair regeneration
treatment.
 
Babassu oil, shea butter, collagen and keratin replenish the
hair and restore flexibility, while sealing the cuticles.
 
Wheat & soya protein reduces frizz making hair more
manageable.
 
Acai revitalises, strengthens and protects to give shiny, silky,
healthy hair.
 
Hydrates, protects and locks in colour.
 
 

     *Allow 30 mins extra on to appointment time



KERASPA EXPRESS & KERATHERAPY*

£15: Kera Express          £75: Keratherapy

 

Keraspa Express*
 
Ideal to use as a short term smoothing treatment and could
extend the longevity of a smoothing treatment KeraSpa. 
Cleans, conditions, reduces the volume and frizz in the hair in
a single treatment to make hair more manageable.
 
Keratherapy Blow Dry*
 
Infused with keratin and babassu oil to reduce curls and
eliminate frizz and lasting up to 3 months, this one hour
express service can give you smoother more manageable
hair, saving you time and effort.
 
*Not for use with a colour service



BIOLAGE COLORLAST & HYDRASOURCE

£10: Luxury - with 20 min massage          £7: Express

 

Biolage Colorlast 
 
Formulated to optimise colour depth and shine.
Locks in colour for up to 9 weeks.
Nourishes and protects.
 
 
Biolage Hydrasource
 
Specially formulated for dry, damaged hair by
drenching hair with moisture and controlling frizz.
 
Contains aloe and spirulina extract to protect
and give up to 70% less breakage.
 
 
 
 

*Allow 30 mins extra on to appointment time



BIOLAGE ADVANCED FIBERSTRONG & KERATINDOSE

£10: Luxury - with 20 min massage

 

Biolage Fiberstrong
 
Formulated with bamboo and ceramide to
strengthen and reinforces the cuticle. 
 
Leaves the hair noticeably softer.
 
For fragile, damage-prone hair
 
Biolage Keratindose
 
Enriched with Silk Amino Acids and Keratin
 to nourish and give silky smooth movement.
 
Restores strength and vitality to severely
 over-processed and damaged hair. 



BIOLAGE RAW COLOR CARE ACID MILK RINSE

£5

Biolage Raw Color Care Acid Milk Rinse with coconut and oat
milks provides an extra caring step after any colour service.
 
It noticeably softens, smooths, and rebalances hair’s pH for 5X
more vibrancy and 6X smoother hair. 
 
Natural-origin formula*
• No silicons or parabens
• Vegan
• 91% biodegradable
• Acidic pH - 4.0 to 5.0
• No artificial colourants
• Suitable after every color service



GHD ADVANCED SPLIT END THERAPY

£10: Luxury - with 10 min massage          £4: Express

Scientifically formulated for all hair types, GHD's Advanced 
Split End Therapy contains a blend of nutrient rich ingredients
 that help to defend your hair against daily styling and
environmental stress.
 
Utilising a propriety Thermo-Marine Bonding System™, this
treatment fills and binds broken hair fibres together, instantly
repairing split ends while the Super Nutrient Complex prevents
future breakage by surrounding each strand with a protective
coating. 
 
Leaving hair feeling stronger and looking sleek and shinier 
for up to ten shampoos. 
 
Also available for home-care between salon visits.



NIOXIN

£4 each

Nioxin Mini-treatments
 
Deep Repair Mask - Delivers deep conditioning,
manageability and smoothness. Provides protection by
strengthening hair against damage.
 
Diaboost - Increases the thickness of each hair strand. 
Penetrates the hair shaft for fuller, stronger results.
 
Hair Booster - Delivers an intense boost to areas of low density.
Conditions hair and forms a protective barrier against cuticle
damage.
 
Night Density Rescue - leave-in treatment promotes hair 
density by reducing hair fall  in 3 months 



NIOXIN SCALP RENEW

£15

Nioxin Scalp Renew*
 
 Works like a facial product, but for your scalp! 
Its dermabrasion technology revitalizes your scalp and 
gently exfoliates the scalp.
 
Removes build up around hair follicles.
Helps accelerate skin surface regeneration by up to 
34 percent compared to untreated skin.
 
Promotes an overall healthy look.
 
*Not for use with a colour service



MINI MASK

£4

We have a wide selection of prescriptive hair
masks available if you feel your hair just needs a
small boost.
 
Left on for just a few minutes, they will nourish
and condition your hair to help it look amazing
when you leave the salon.
 
Your stylist can help you choose.
 
Most masks are also available for home-care.
 



 


